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* Source: MAFM, Performance is calculated since inception date 23/07/2019.

* Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

* Benchmark is VN-Index.

Top 10 holdings Ticker Sector % NAV

Vietnam Technological & 
Commercial Bank

TCB Financials 8.1%

Mobile World MWG Consumer Discretionary 8.0%

Masan Group MSN Consumer Staples 7.9%

FPT Corporation FPT Information Technology 6.8%

Vingroup VIC Real Estate 6.4%

Bank For Foreign Trade Of 
Viet Nam

VCB Financials 4.0%

Hoa Phat Group HPG Materials 3.9%

Refrigeration Electrical 
Engineering

REE Industrials 3.8%

Military Bank MBB Financials 3.5%

Vinamilk VNM Consumer Staples 3.3%

Asset allocation by sector (%NAV)

Net Asset Value (NAV)

Valuation date 31/12/2021

NAV (in VND) 895 billion

NAV/Unit (in VND) 15,979.84   

Investment objectives & strategies

⚫ Aim to achieve long-term capital appreciation through capital gains and income

of investments.

⚫ Apply active investment strategy by building portfolio focusing on listed stocks,

registered for trading stocks which have large market capitalization, high liquidity

and IPO stocks in Vietnam.
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MAGEF -0.45% 4.34% 7.67% 41.53% 41.53% 65.93% 59.80%

VN-
Index

1.34% 11.64% 6.37% 35.73% 35.73% 55.91% 51.42%
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Fund information

Portfolio Manager Soh Jin Wook

Type /Asset Class
Open-ended fund 
/ Equity

Custody & Supervisory 
Bank

Standard 
Chartered Bank 
(Vietnam)

Trading Frequency /
Dealing Date

Weekly / 
Wednesday 
(Day T)

Cut-off time
11AM Tuesday 
(Day T-1) 

Minimum amount 
(in VND)

1,000,000

1

* As of 31/12/2021, by GICS 

Fund portfolio

VND 15,979.84   
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Fund manager’s comments for December 2021
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This material is issued by Mirae Asset (Vietnam) Fund Management Co., Ltd and does not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation. Although
this material is based upon information that MAFMC considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, MAFMC does not assure that this material is
accurate, current or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Therefore, in no event may this material be used as evidence of legal liability for
the client's investment results.

⚫ Market Performance

Market ended 2021 on a positive note, closing the year with 35.7% YTD increase, second highest yearly record since 2017. VNIndex

set another high at 1,500.8 level in November and ended December at 1,498.3 points (+0.8% MoM). 2021 was marked with

overflowing liquidity. Daily turnover continued setting higher records with new trading system in place since July. Nine out of ten

trading days with highest daily turnover value took place in 2021, especially, liquidity of trading day on December 23 reached over

VND45.5 trillion. AVTD for December was lower by 16.5% MoM due to strong flow in November but AVTD for the whole year was up

by 267% YoY. 2021 was also the year that attracted record number of retail investors with total 1.31mn of new accounts opened in

11M2021, 3.3 times higher than the whole year of 2020. Retail investors had become the main driver in the market, fully absorbing

the effect of net selling from foreign investors for the whole year.

Throughout the year, the stock market had been performing remarkably well despite lengthened social distancing period and severely

impacted of the economy by the pandemic, especially in Q3 with first-time negative GDP growth of 6.17%. However, the economy

proved its resilience with continuous improvement upon resuming of business activities in Q4. Readings for Q4 showed estimated GDP

growth at 5.22% YoY to a full year rate of 2.58% with robust export/import activities. December PMI posted 52.5, inched up from

November reading but signaling a third successive monthly improvement in business conditions.

⚫ Fund Performance

In December, strongest gains were observed in Communication Services, Industrials and Consumer Staples while Materials and

Information Technology significantly underperformed the market. Weak uptrend was observed in Utilities, Financials and Energy

sectors. During the period we strongly increased our exposure to specific stocks within the financials, real estate and energy sector

while took profit in some stocks within utilities and information technology sectors. Our extended weight on specific stocks was to

align our portfolio with the anticipated improvement in the economic conditions. However, we were unable to capture the uptrend as

majority of the gain in almost every sector was led by a few mid and small cap stocks or stocks with increase that was manipulated.

As such, MAGEF underperformed BM this time by 1.79%.

⚫ Investment plan

In just the first trading week of the new year, market has managed to break its own record two times to reach another peak at

1,528.6 points. Liquidity remains robust and investors are positive with the prospect going forward now that Vietnam has proved to be

able to survive “living with Covid” policy. In less than a year, Vietnam has gone from a country with no vaccination at the beginning of

2021 to one of the six countries with highest vaccination coverage in the world. Over 90.9% of the population have been fully

inoculated with two shots and a booster shot is on the way. This is solid evidence that Vietnam economy will remain open and is an

attractive destination for shifting of supply chain from somewhere else. International travelling has already resumed, and flight

frequency will gradually increase.

We assess that the worst is now over, and the overall picture is optimistic for the stock market. For this year, we will focus on

turnaround stories, public investment themes and sectors that benefit from continual economic growth. At the same time, we will also

keep watch for sectors rotation and market movement to make appropriate adjustments to the portfolio.
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